
O.N.E The Duo’s Debut Album Blood Harmony Earns
Playlisting At Spotify, Amazon, Apple Music & More 

Groundbreaking Mother-Daughter Duo 
Celebrates Representation in Country Music with NPR, 

B.E.T., and NBC’s 'TODAY with Hoda & Jenna' Ahead of Fall Tour
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (August 16, 2023) — CMT Next Women of Country Class of 2023 artist O.N.E
The Duo released its debut album Blood Harmony on Friday, August 11 (via Visionary Media
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Group), along with the official music video for its new single “HoeDown." 

With production from Nash Overstreet (Hot Chelle Rae), Brent Maher (The Judds), and Dann Huff
(Keith Urban, Shania Twain), songs from Blood Harmony have earned placements on tastemaker
playlists across Spotify (including Wild Country, New Music Friday Country, CMT's Next Women Of
Country), Apple Music (CMA's Fresh From Nashville, Shazam's Best New Music, CMT's The
Roundup), Amazon Music (Breakthrough Country), Tidal, and SoundCloud. 

Stream/download Blood Harmony HERE.

The mother-daughter duo, composed of Tekitha and Prana Supreme (daughter of Tekitha and Wu-
Tang Clan’s RZA), spoke with NPR’s Morning Edition on Friday, with host Leila Fadel dubbing the
Duo “a mother and daughter making music that combines country swagger with hip-hop cool.”

Listen to O.N.E The Duo on NPR’s Morning Edition HERE: O.N.E The Duo, made up of a Black mom
and daughter, say they belong in country music

Speaking with B.E.T. — which declared Blood Harmony “  definitely set to introduce a new dynamic to
country music thanks to its lead single alongside banging deep cuts like ‘River of Sins’ and ‘Don’t
Come For Me’” — Tekitha and Prana Supreme discussed the importance of representation in country
music. Read more HERE.

Blood Harmony single “Superpower” (7.14) was named a “Must-Hear New Country Song” by
Billboard Magazine: “Their sultry voices celebrate female empowerment over rolling electronic
loops, throbbing percussion and handclaps. At moments, this thoroughly R&B-laced pop track recalls
the glossy sheen of early Destiny’s Child, as chants of 'Power Up!’ further ramp up the choruses.”

Following its national TV debut performance on NBC’s TODAY with Hoda & Jenna, the
groundbreaking duo announced a major market club tour, set to kick off in September (click here for
all dates and ticket information).

"We can't wait to get out on the road to play these songs live and get some real face to face time with
audiences across the country,” shares O.N.E The Duo. “We hope you join us on the Blood Harmony
tour this fall! Let the good times roll!"

About O.N.E The Duo:
O.N.E The Duo, consisting of Tekitha and Prana, is a captivating mother-daughter country music duo
who share a passion for extraordinary music. Tekitha, the seasoned soulful mom, and Prana
Supreme, the insightful, poetic daughter of hip hop legend RZA, the founder of Wu-Tang Clan,
anchor this musical powerhouse. Their philosophy and approach to life and songwriting are
encapsulated in the initials O.N.E, representing "observant, noetic, effervescent." Their music is a
harmonious fusion of country, hip hop, soul, R&B, and jazz that defies traditional genre limitations and
offers their own unique country sound with a twist. As a result of purposefully pushing musical
boundaries, their music represents their multi-cultural upbringing, transcends labels, and resonates
with diverse audiences.

Prana's exposure to music from birth, nurtured by Tekitha's creative sessions and encouragement,
shaped her artistic identity. This led her to approach her mom with the idea of singing and writing
songs together professionally. Tekitha, an accomplished artist herself, initially hesitated, concerned
about how that decision would affect her daughter and their relationship. However, perseverance and
transparent communication ultimately birthed O.N.E the Duo. They relocated to Nashville in 2016
where they found a relatable and music-focused community, and their sound gradually morphed into
an Americana folky vibe that organically led them into the country music landscape. Collaborating
with esteemed songwriters, they crafted heartfelt songs that connected generations and diverse
experiences.
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About Visionary Media Group:
Visionary Media Group is a homegrown Nashville-based company whose mission is to illuminate
purpose-driven stories through the power of Music, Media & Technology. Visionary’s unique blend of
talent, technology and impact, endeavor to Empower Artistry, Enhance Content, Engage Community,
and Amplify Storytelling. We invite you to join us in our new and exciting journey to empower artists
and fans to reimagine authentic connections, re-tell their inspiring stories, and rekindle a shared
sense of purpose.

Website | Instagram | Twitter | Facebook

Pictured L-R: Jenna Bush Hager, Tekitha, Prana Supreme, Hoda Kotb

(Photo Credit: Jackie Marushka)

For more information, please contact:
Jackie Marushka | 615-417-6500 | Jackie@MarushkaMedia.com 

O.N.E The Duo Media Assets: https://www.marushkamedia.com/one-the-duo
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